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Here are all the documents still electronically available from the court in the Caldera v. Microsoft litigation, which
settled in 2000. Very little is available any more, mainly orders, but you can learn quite a bit from reading orders. And
the docket sheet itself tells quite a tale. What I could get, I've placed as links in the list.
We also have some extra filings from the case, thanks to Novell and Microsoft attaching them as exhibits to documents
they filed in the Novell v. Microsoft antitrust case, currently in discovery in US District Court in Maryland. We'll make
a Timeline page for it, and as new documents get filed as exhibits, hopefully we'll be able to flesh it out some more.
I notice from the notations in the PACER list that this must have been a real knock-down, drag-out discovery battle
between Caldera and Microsoft, with Novell pulled into the ring too by Microsoft, which sent them four subpoenas.
The last one Novell managed to get quashed. I don't believe that is the same as the subpoena that Novell filed as an
exhibit [PDF] in the antitrust case, because that exhibit was offered by Novell as evidence of what Microsoft already
should have in its files, since it got that discovery in the Caldera v. Microsoft litigation.
Poor Novell. It keeps having to endure the expense of doing this same discovery over and over.
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